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Abstract: Induction motors constitute the largest proportion of motors in industry. This type of
motor experiences different types of failures, such as broken bars, eccentricity, and inter-turn failure.
Stator winding faults account for approximately 36% of these failures. As such, condition monitoring
is used to protect motors from sudden breakdowns. This paper proposes the use of neural networks as
an efficient diagnostic tool for estimating the percentage of stator winding shorted turns in three-phase
induction motors. A MATLAB-based model was developed and simulated under different fault-load
combination cases for different sizes of motors. The motor’s developed electromechanical torque was
selected as a fault indicator. For the design and training of the neural network, the mean, variance,
max, min, and F120 time based on statistical and frequency-related features were found to be very
distinct for correlating the captured electromechanical torque with its corresponding percentage of
shorted turns. In the training phase of the neural network, five different motors were used and are
referred to as seen motors. On the other hand, for testing the efficiency of the developed diagnostic
tool, the electromechanical torque under different fault-load combination cases, previously never
seen from the first five motors and those of two new motors (referred to as unseen), was used. Testing
results revealed accuracy in the range of 88–99%.
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1. Introduction

Motors are extensively used in many industrial applications, such as manufacturing plants,
for power generation in the gas and oil industries, as well as for refining and milling. Induction motors
are the most popular type of rotating machines that are used in industry and hence, they are known
as the industry workhorse [1]. Due to continuous and harsh operating conditions of electric motors,
they are subjected to several types of faults and subsequent failure that could affect their normal
operation. However, in the industry, the normal and reliable operation of electric motors is essential.
If any failure occurs, it may result in a loss of revenue, reduced output, emergency maintenance costs
and resulting in out-of-service problems (a lengthy service outage). Therefore, early recognition of
abnormalities in a motor may help to avoid expensive breakdowns. Thus, condition monitoring and
fault diagnostics play a key role in the proper operation of rotating electrical machines [2,3].

In practical applications, electrical motors can experience different types of faults. In general,
electrical motor failures can be categorized into electrical and mechanical faults [4]. Electrical
faults/asymmetries can be further categorized into rotor and stator faults. Rotor faults include broken
rotor bars, rotor eccentricity, breakage of end-rings, rotor bow, and demagnetizing of permanent
magnets [5–7]. Stator faults include stator windings defects, stator core defects, and stator frame
defects [8]. Mechanical faults include bearing damage and shaft defects [9]. Literature has reported
that stator winding faults are one of the common faults in an electric machine, with approximately 36%
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of faults in an induction machine due to stator winding faults [8]. The stator describes the external
group of coils, which apply the electromagnetic force to the rotor and cause it to rotate. The main
parts of the stator are the core, windings, and the frame. These parts are subjected to unavoidable
stress, whether this is mechanical or electrical. These stresses severely affect the condition of the stator,
leading to faults. These faults are known as phase-to-ground faults, phase-to-phase faults, stator
inter-turns faults, and coil to coil faults, which also includes an open circuit in one phase, and core
damage [10–12].

Large numbers of electrical drives are installed in an industrial plant. Thus, monitoring the
health of individual motors is crucial in such an establishment. Early fault diagnostics is extremely
important for avoiding the catastrophic effects of sudden failure of electric drive systems. Therefore,
an accurate modelling of motors is the first step in the recognition of motor abnormalities [13]. Based on
the literature, two approaches are used for modeling motors under faults, which are the analytical
(electrical or magnetic) and finite element approaches [8,14]. In the literature, different types of signals
have been used as an indicator for motor fault diagnosis. These indicators include magnetic flux,
vibration, stator current (negative and zero sequence or third harmonic component), zero sequence
component of voltage, thermal image processing, instantaneous real power and reactive power,
phase shift between stator and supply voltages, and acoustic noise [9,11,15–28]. Moreover, many
researchers used the instantaneous torque as a fault indicator in induction motors [18,21,29–31].
It is important to mention that there are differences in the instantaneous torque response under broken
bar and inter-turn faults [30]. In addition, based on previous studies [18,21], the time response of
torque at the steady state is different under these two types of faults, while the prominent frequency
components during faults are also different. These differences will help in discriminating between the
two types of faults.

Preventive maintenance is always desired compared to corrective maintenance. Huge research
efforts have been undertaken worldwide to develop incipient fault (before the actual occurrence
of faults) diagnostic techniques. Neural network (NN) or known as artificial neural network
(ANN) is a tool that plays an important role in developing online and offline diagnostic tools for
motors, generators, transmission lines, cables, and transformers [32–37]. A mathematical model
of an induction machine with stator inter-turn fault has been derived based on winding function
theory [8]. The developed model showed that having inter-turn faults will introduce asymmetry in
stator three phase currents (negative and zero sequence components increases with an increase in
shorted turns number). In addition, pulsating torque at double supply frequency was also introduced.
Accordingly, the consequences of faults can help in detecting the severity of inter-turn faults. Similar
to reference [38], a mathematical model of an induction motor with stator inter-turn fault has been
used for detecting faults, while the motor is running. The stator current was used for detecting such
faults based on the magnitude of particular frequency components in its spectrum. Both experimental
and simulation analysis were conducted with around 8% of the phase turns being shorted. They found
that no new frequency components are introduced in the stator current due to the occurrence of faults,
although a rise in some frequency components already existing in the healthy motor current spectrum
were recorded.

A novel technique has been developed for online detection of stator inter-turns faults in the
induction machine using infrared images [16]. Hence, the magnitude of the current in the faulty part
of the stator winding was significantly higher than the rated current of the machine. This current
generates excessive heat, which is perceived by an infrared camera as a hot spot on the motor surface.
The developed method is based on extracting several types of features from the captured infrared
images, histogram-based features, and structure-based features, which help in detecting the severity
and the location of inter-turn faults. Both experimental and simulation analysis were conducted,
with around 40% of the turns of one phase being shorted. Results showed that the developed method
was effective in detecting such faults. A fuzzy logic system has been implemented for detecting the
status of having stator inter-turn faults in the induction machine [39]. The implemented system used
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the magnitude of the input current for detecting faults. The used data in the construction of the system
are collected by simulating the finite element model of the motor under different loading and shorted
turns conditions. Identifying the unbalance supply as inter-turn faults is a possible drawback of the
implemented system.

For detecting the location of inter-turn stator faults in induction motors, a tool was developed
using feedforward neural networks [40]. The developed neural network has three inputs and three
outputs. The inputs are the phase shifts between the line currents and phase voltages of the machine,
while each output represents the status of one stator phase (healthy or faulty). Two sets of data,
simulated and experimental, were used for developing two different neural networks. These data
were collected under different loading and number of shorted turns (up to 12.5%) conditions.
The experimentally developed neural network was tested using unseen motors, with the results
found to be acceptable. However, the effect of having an unbalanced supply voltage fault has not
been considered. In reference [41], the designed neural network for discriminating between inter-turn
faults and unbalanced supply voltage faults has three inputs and four outputs. The inputs are the
phase shifts between line currents and phase voltages of the machine, while the first three outputs
represent the status of the stator phases (healthy or faulty) and the fourth output represents the status
of unbalanced supply voltages. The data for training and testing neural networks have been acquired
under different loading, number of shorted turns (up to 20%), and unbalance supply conditions.
The performance of the NN was found to be accurate for fault diagnosis. However, the phase shifts
between the line currents and phase voltages are very sensitive in detecting unbalance in supply
voltages. Thus, we should consider that serious confusion could result from using the phase shift
as an indicator for inter-turn faults [17]. However, to overcome this confusion, an NN with one
extra input (the magnitude of the negative sequence component of the voltage) compared with the
previously reported one was designed [17]. The data used for training and testing the designed neural
network were generated by simulating the mathematical model with different loading, numbers of
shorted turns, and unbalance voltage sources. The validation of the proposed scheme experimentally
confirmed the accuracy and efficiency of the method.

Two neural network topologies, which are namely the multilayer perceptron ANN and radial
basis function ANN, have been designed for detecting stator inter-turn faults under unbalanced supply
voltages and different loading conditions [42]. The inputs to the neural networks are the mutual
information between motor input phase currents, while the output is the status of having stator
faults. Results showed that the accuracy of the implemented system was 93–99%. In reference [15],
both instantaneous active and reactive power spectrum were found to be good indicators for detecting
stator inter-turn faults and for discriminating between the faults and unbalanced supply. Moreover,
the magnitude of the 2f component of the power and reactive power spectrum is directly proportional
to the severity of the stator inter-turn faults [15]. The optimal multilayer perceptron neural network
has been designed for detecting two types of fault in an induction machine (stator inter-turn faults and
dynamic eccentricity faults) [43]. The inputs of the designed neural network are the set of statistical
features (skewness, kurtosis, standard deviation, etc.). The statistical features are extracted using the
input current of the machine. There are four inputs, including: the status of healthy motor, the status
of inter-turn fault, the status of dynamic eccentricity fault, and finally the status of having both
faults. The final result of the designed neural network showed good accuracy. In another study [44],
a cascaded radial basis functional NN for detecting stator inter-turn faults and dynamic eccentricity
fault in an induction machine was implemented. An unsupervised NN has been proposed for detecting
the location of stator faults in an induction machine [45]. Clark transformation components of the
stator current are the inputs to the proposed network, while the output is the faulty location.

Based on the above literature, most previous research work for stator inter-turn fault diagnostics
focused on detecting the occurrence of faults, their location and severity for one specific used and
seen motor. Testing of the accuracy of the diagnostic tool was conducted on this used and seen motor.
No work has been reported in developing a tool that is capable of detecting the percentage of stator
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inter-turn faults for motors with a wide range of ratings (hp) and parameters. In addition, no single
tool has been able to diagnose the possibility of a failure on a motor never seen before. Therefore,
the novelty of this work lies in using the motor’s electromechanical torque for the development of
a neural network that is capable of detecting stator condition (number of shorted turns) in a wide
rating range of seen and unseen induction motors.

2. Proposed Algorithm for Stator Inter-Turn Faults Diagnostic Technique

The aim of this paper is to develop and implement a diagnostic tool for detecting the severity
and exact percentage of stator inter-turn faults in induction motors. A MATLAB-based model
(2016a, Mathwork, Natick, MA, USA) for an induction motor with stator inter-turn faults was
developed and implemented. The implemented model was simulated under different loadings
of 0–1 pu and different percentages of shorted turns of 0–30% for different sizes of motors.
The electromechanical torque was captured for all simulated cases at the steady state. The captured
electromechanical torque was investigated in the time and frequency domains to extract representative
and distinct inter-turn fault features. Under different percentages of shorted turns and loading
conditions, training sets of these distinct features extracted from the torque characteristic of five motors
were prepared. These motors are referred to as “seen motors” and their sets of distinct features are
referred to as “seen cases”. Different structures of neural networks with a different number of hidden
layers and hidden neurons were used to form suboptimal feedforward neural networks that correlated
the extracted features with their corresponding number of shorted turns. For testing the purpose of the
developed neural network, the new sets of features extracted from the torque characteristic of the seen
motors under shorted turns percentages and loading conditions other than those used for training
were recorded and referred to as “unseen cases”. In order to test the effectiveness of the developed
diagnostic tool, two new motors that had never been used before for training or testing were used.
These motors are referred to as “unseen motors” and their sets of distinct features are referred to as
“unseen cases”. Figure 1 shows the flowchart for developing the diagnostic tool.
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3. Mathematical Model of Induction Motor with Stator Inter-Turn Faults

For completeness, the mathematical model used for simulating induction motors under stator
inter-turn faults is presented. The model has been verified experimentally by Arkan [8]. The model
was derived by assuming that the fault occurred in phase-a, as shown in Figure 2.
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Ns = Nsh + Nus, (1)

where Ns and Nr are stator and rotor number of turns per phase; Nsh represent the number of shorted
turns; and Nus represent the number of un-shorted turns. As the resistance of a coil is directly
proportional to the number of turns in the coil, the resistance of the stator shorted and un-shorted part
of phase-a are given in Equations (2) and (3), respectively:

rsh =
Nsh
Ns

= µrs, (2)

rus = (1− µ)rs, (3)

where µ is the shorted turns percentage; and rs is the stator resistance per phase. Moreover,
motor inductances need to be modified since the relation between the inductance and number of turns
is square d

(
L α N2). The final qd0 model equations for the induction motor under stator inter-turns

fault are listed below:
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where vs
q, vs

d and vs
0 are stator qd0 voltages, respectively; vsh

q is the shorted winding voltage; is
q, is

d, and
is
0 are stator qd0 current, respectively; irq, ird, and ir0 are stator qd0 current referring to the stator side,

respectively; rr is the equivalent rotor resistance per phase; λs
q and λs

d are stator qd linkage fluxes,
respectively; λr

q and λr
d are rotor qd linkage fluxes; λsh

q is the linkage flux for the shorted turns; ωr is the
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rotor speed; and rsqd0 is the stator resistance matrix in the qd0 frame. The flux current relation in the
qd0 frame is expressed in Equation (6):
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where:
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where Lm is the mutual inductance; Lσs is the stator leakage inductance per phase; Lσr is the rotor
leakage inductance per phase; Lr

d is the rotor d-axis inductance and Lr
q is the rotor q-axis inductance.

The mechanical speed and electromagnetic torque are expressed in Equation (9):

ωr(t) = P
2J
∫ (

Tem + Tmech − Tdamp

)
dt

Tem = 3P
4

(
λs

dis
q − λs

qis
d

) (9)

where Tem is the electromagnetic torque; Tmech is the load torque; Tdamp is the damping torque; J is the
motor inertia; and ωr(t) is the rotor speed.

4. Model Simulation Results

The developed induction motor dq0-model given in Equations (4)–(10) was simulated under both
healthy and inter-turn stator winding fault conditions with a balanced three-phase power supply.
Simulation was conducted for five motors of different sizes and parameters. To study the effect of
having inter-turn fault stator windings on the characteristics of motors, the motors are simulated
under different shorted turns percentages and different loading levels. Table 1 shows the nominal
parameters of the simulated motors. The results of simulating motor I at full load with no shorted turns
is shown in Figure 3, Figure 3a shows the pu developed torque and Figure 3b shows the pu speed of
the rotor. The results are similar to those reported in a previous study [8]. Motors with different power
ratings have different torque characteristics. Figure 4 shows the torque response of motor I (2 hp) and
IV (20 hp) at full load. To investigate the effect of having inter-turn faults on motor characteristics,
Motor I is simulated under both healthy and faulty conditions (10% shorted turns). Figure 5 shows
that the three-phase stator current under inter-turn stator faults (Figure 5b) are no longer symmetrical
compared with the healthy case (Figure 5a).
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Table 1. Motor Parameters.

Motor I [8] Motor II Motor III Motor IV Motor V [46]

Power (hp) 2 5 10 20 50
Voltage (volt) 460 460 460 460 460
Speed (rpm) 1752 1750 1760 1760 1780

P 4 4 4 4 4
f (Hz) 60 60 60 60 60
rs (Ω) 4.05 1.115 0.683 0.276 0.087

Lσs (mH) 13.97 5.974 4.152 2.191 0.8
rr (Ω) 2.6 1.083 0.451 0.164 0.228

Lσr (mH) 13.97 5.974 4.152 2.19 0.8
Lm (mH) 538.6 203.7 148.6 76.14 34.7
J (kg m2) 0.06 0.02 0.05 0.1 1.662
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On the other hand, Figure 6 shows the electromagnetic torque for Motor I under three different
numbers of shorted turns. It is clear that the torque response of the motor suffers from oscillations
during faults. Comparing the oscillation differences in the three cases during transient and steady states,
more variations occur during the steady state as the shorted turns percentage increases. In addition,
Figure 7 shows that the size of oscillations at full load and same percentage of shorted turns for
different sizes of motors are different. This could be helpful in developing a diagnostic tool for such
a fault. Moreover, it is clear from Figure 7 that when the rated power of the machine increased,
the oscillation in the torque also increased at the same torque load.
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The steady state torque of the induction motor was investigated under different fault sizes and
the frequency spectrum of the torque response during steady state was calculated. Figure 8a,c,e show
one cycle time of the torque response during the steady state of Motor I at full load for 0%, 5%, and
15% shorted turns percentages, respectively. On the other hand, Figure 8b,d,f show the corresponding
frequency spectra. It is clear that the magnitude of the pulsating torque increases as the size of the
fault increases. This is in conformity with previous findings reported in the literature [8]. In addition,
it is important to mention that the authors used the MATLAB Fast Fourier Transform ready function
‘fft’ for finding the torque frequency spectra. Results show that having inter-turns faults will introduce
a pulsating torque at a frequency of 120 Hz (F120). Furthermore, the magnitude of the pulsating torque
increased as the size of the shorted turn increased. In addition, for the same percentage of shorted
turns, Figure 9 shows the steady state torque spectral of Motor I (2 hp) and VI (20 hp). It is clear from
the figure that under full load conditions, the magnitude of the pulsating torque for the higher rated
motor is higher.
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5. Feature Extraction

Extracting the representative features of faults is a major step in the design of any fault diagnostic
tool. Selecting the appropriate indicator for extracting the features is also very important. In this paper,
the developed torque during steady state is used for extracting the features that represent the size
of inter-turn faults. Two types of features were extracted: time-based features and frequency-based
features. The time-based features include the mean, variance, as well as the maximum (max) and
minimum (min) of the steady state torque response. For the frequency-based feature, only the
magnitude of the spectra (F120) is used. Figure 10 shows the F120 and variance for the torque
of Motor I under different loading (no load, 50% loading and full load) and shorted turns percentage
(0–28%) conditions. The results show that both F120 and variance are loaded independent features for
the same motor. In addition, the magnitude of both features increases as the shorted turns percentage
increases. To investigate the relationship between F120 and variance with shorted turns percentage for
different motors, the five motors given in Table 1 were simulated at full loads for different numbers
of shorted turns. Results are summarized in Figure 11a,b. It is clear from the figures that each motor
has its own distinct curve. Furthermore, as the size of the machine increases, its own curve is shifted
up (the values of F120 and variance increase as the rating of the machine increases for the particular
shorted turns percentage).

Figure 12 shows that other features, such as mean, max, and min, are load-dependent and the
values behave differently for each feature as the percentage of shorted turns is changed. For example,
Figure 12a shows that the max feature increases as the shorted turns increases for a particular value of
load. Figure 12b shows that min feature values decrease as the shorted turns increase. Additionally,
Figure 12c shows that the mean feature is almost constant regardless of the number of shorted turns.
In order to investigate the performance of features for different motors of different sizes, Figure 13
shows the mean, max, and min features against the shorted turns percentage. The curves clearly show
that the features are distinct for different motors of different sizes. In addition, as the rated power
of the motor increases, the value of the max feature increases for a particular value of shorted turns
(Figure 13a). On the other hand, the min feature decreases as the rated power of the machine increases
(Figure 13b). Figure 13c shows that the mean feature is almost constant as the motor rating increases.
The analysis of the above features shows that the features are distinct and follow a certain pattern,
which makes them very useful in designing a diagnostic tool.
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6. Neural Network Selection, Training, and Testing

The most commonly used neural network for classification purposes is the multi-layer
feedforward neural network (MFNN) and hence, it was selected for the design of the fault diagnostic
tool. In general, an MFNN consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers, and an output
layer [36]. Different topologies of the feedforward neural network with different numbers of hidden
layers and hidden neurons have been used to create a suboptimal network that correlates the extracted
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features with its corresponding number of shorted turns. The designed neural network has three layers:
input layer, output layer, and one hidden layer (Figure 14). Based on the feature extraction section
(Section 5), the inputs to the developed neural network are the most distinct features that correlate
the captured electromechanical torque with its corresponding percentage of shorted turns, which are
namely motor horse power (HP), F120, mean, variance, max, and min. In contrast, the output layer
has one output, which is the percentage of shorted turns. The number of neurons in the hidden layer
is selected to be 11, which was found to be the best compromise between the complexity and accuracy.
The activation function of the hidden neurons is the tansig (tangent sigmoid), while the activation
function for the output neuron is purelin (linear).
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Figure 14. The designed neural network.

To train the neural network, the five motors in Table 1 were simulated under different loading
conditions and shorted turns percentages. The load was varied from no load (0 pu) to full load (1 pu)
in steps of 10%. Therefore, 11 steps of loading were used. On the other hand, nine shorted turns
percentage cases (0%, 1.9%, 3.9%, 7.9%, 11.9%, 15.8%, 19.8%, 23.8%, and 27.7%) were used. As a result,
the total number of combinations of load–shorted turn percentages was 99 for each motor. Therefore,
the dimension of the training set inputs for the neural network is 6 × 495 (five motors each with
99 combinations), while the dimension of the output training set is 1 × 495 (shorted turns percentage
for each combination), which are referred as the seen motors and cases. Levenberg–Marquardt was
used as a training function and the mean square error was used as performance criteria. Figure 15
shows the training phase performance (mean square error (MSE) is 2.9 × 10−6).

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the developed NN-based diagnostic tool, the new
sets of features extracted from the torque characteristic of the seen motors under shorted turns
percentages and loading conditions, other than those used for training, were referred to as unseen
cases. Moreover, we used additional sets of features extracted from the torque characteristic of two
new motors, which had never been used before for training or testing. These motors are referred to as
unseen motors and their sets of distinct features are referred to as unseen cases. The parameters of the
unseen motors are listed in Table 2. For each seen motor, the testing phase of the developed tool was
conducted by feeding the tool with 20 new fault-load combinations different from those used in the
training phase. On the other hand, for testing the unseen two motors, 50 fault-load combination cases
were used for each motor.
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Table 2. Testing motors parameters.

Motor VI Motor VII

Power (hp) 10 50
Voltage (volt) 575 460
Speed (rpm) 1760 1780

P 4 4
f (Hz) 60 60
rs (Ω) 0.9174 0.0996

Lσs (mH) 5.473 0.867
rr (Ω) 0.6258 0.05837

Lσr (mH) 5.473 0.867
Lm (mH) 185.4 30.39
J (kg m2) 0.05 0.4

Table 3 gives a summary of the overall accuracy of the developed tool. The diagnostic accuracy
for the 100 unseen cases of percentage shorted turns/loading combinations for Motors I–V is more
than 99%. In addition, the diagnostic accuracy of the other 100 cases for the unseen Motors VI and VII
are 96.5% and 88.3%, respectively. This demonstrates clearly that the developed diagnostic tool can be
used to estimate the percentage of stator inter-turn faults with high accuracy for motors up to 50 hp
with different machine parameters. In addition, it is worth mentioning that among all tested cases for
all motors, the smallest number of shorted turns that the proposed diagnostic tool can detect is nine
which correspond to 3.57% of the total number of turns of Motor 1.

Table 3. Testing results.

Motor Motor Power (Hp) Fault-Load Cases Accuracy Rate

Motor I 2 20 99.9985%
Motor II 5 20 99.8601%
Motor III 10 20 99.9853%
Motor IV 20 20 99.9326%
Motor V 50 20 99.9146%
Motor VI 10 50 96.5338%
Motor VII 50 50 88.2972%
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The deployment of the diagnostic tool in reality could be realized as shown in Figure 16.
The proposed fault detection tool starts by measuring the torque signal using a torque sensor, which is
connected to a computer through a data acquisition system. For the measurement of the torque,
either direct or indirect methods can be used. The direct method uses torque sensors as given
in [21,29]. In [47,48], the torque was measured with the torque meter DATAFLEX® 22/50 (KTR systems,
Rheine, Germany). On the other hand, the indirect method is used for large motors where the torque
is obtained through a torque estimator, without the need of a torque sensor. The torque estimator uses
the three phase stator currents and voltages in addition to the parameters listed in the nameplates of
the motor [18]. In the computer, the captured torque signal undergoes time and frequency domain
analysis to extract the desired statistical- and frequency-based features. The extracted features are
applied to the trained neural network, which gives the percentage of shorted turns at the end.
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7. Conclusions

This paper presents the development of a neural network-based diagnostic tool for detecting the
severity and exact percentage of stator inter-turn faults in three-phase induction motors. Simulation
results illustrate the advantage of using a steady-state electromechanical torque signature as a fault
indicator. When the captured electromechanical torque undergoes time and frequency domain
processing, the most representative and distinct inter-turn fault features were found to be variance,
max, min, mean, and the F120. The developed neural network is characterized by its simplicity with
only one input, one output, and one hidden layer with 11 neurons. In addition, the effectiveness
of the developed diagnostics tool was investigated through its application to 100% unseen cases of
shorted turns/loading conditions extracted from seen motors with an accuracy of 99% and 100%
unseen cases extracted from motors never seen or used for neural network training with an accuracy
of 88–96%. This is in contrast to all available diagnostics tools, which can be applied only to motors
used in the training process. In future work, the developed diagnostic tool in this paper can be
generalized to detect multiple types of faults, such as a combination of inter-turn and broken bar
and/or inter-turn and eccentricity. Therefore, this can be used to achieve a comprehensive diagnosis
tool. In addition, the deployment of the developed tool in a laboratory environment can be an extension
of the present work.
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